The Power of e& CONNECTIVITY:
Makes your Net-WORK

Direct connection to global carriers with the highest levels of security and full redundancy
Fast and Seamless Connectivity

Carrier and Wholesale services by e& are the MEA’s telecom stalwart and provider of innovative solutions for international carriers, CDNs, cloud providers and resellers offering a wide range of simplified voice and data communications for today’s global technology needs.

Our USP

- e& global Tier 1 high performance IP network serves as the converged backbone. Our network solutions provide the scale, security, flexibility and diversity to support your needs in almost every country.
- Global, national and regional solutions
- Diverse connectivity solutions
- Flexible bandwidth options for voice, data and video
- Secure data transport

Wholesale Connectivity

e& Smart Connect solutions provide the scale, flexibility and diversity to support all your business needs. Features include:

- Quality interconnection with Tier 1 Carriers: Worldwide connectivity to Tier 1 networks and major content providers

Network Diversity

Full diversity on Etisalat’s cable infrastructure, including SMW4, SMW3, IMEWE, EASSY, TEAMS, FOG, DAS-HALUL, BBG, AAE-1, TAT-14, TATA TGN, TW1, SMW5, EIG, ALETA, FLAG Europe Asia, GBI, Faster, SJC, APCN2, TGN EA, Unity and AAG cable networks.

Global Reach

Vast global backbone capacity of peering and transit arrangements with the major internet transit and content providers in Asia, Oceania, US and Europe.
Benefits

Optimum business productivity and seamless applications performance with a low-latency, highly transparent and reliable network over e&’s award-winning infrastructure.

Greater control over network resources with improved real-time visibility.

Greater agility in responding to dynamic traffic requirements of the cloud ecosystem with automated and on-demand bandwidth provisioning capabilities.

Improved usage efficiency – bandwidth from a single port can be optimised and allocated to multiple locations based on requirements (point-to-multipoint connectivity).

Improved cost efficiency with flexible subscription options.

Global Reach: connect remote locations with e&’s extensive network across cities worldwide.

Grows with you: highly granular bandwidth increments, as small as 1Mbps, give you the ability to scale without bandwidth wastage.

Fast to deploy: supports a wide range of bandwidths so it’s faster to deploy. More cost-effective than investing in specialised networking equipment.

Global Connectivity:
Seamless global business connectivity

Point-to-point connectivity across the globe
A comprehensive suite of highly scalable, secure and reliable global connectivity services to meet your digital transformation needs. Run your business on a reliable, scalable and secure global network infrastructure. Choose from a wide selection of global connectivity solutions with granular levels of speed, security and control to suit your unique data transmission requirements.

International Private Lease Line
A dedicated connection between your global offices that’s always up, always secure. Quality and resilient connectivity for mission-critical applications that require highly secure and dedicated bandwidth between two key business locations.

Ethernet Line
For organisations that want to retain full control of their network, achieve high levels of data security and deliver large amounts of data between their offices over a simplified Ethernet infrastructure. Boost your cloud ecosystem with an agile, cost-efficient Data Centre interconnect to connect your data centres around the world, with scalable point-to-point and point-to-multipoint services delivered over a dedicated infrastructure. e&’s layer 2 Ethernet service is delivered over a robust, resilient and agile private network.
Features

- Guaranteed Bandwidth: dedicated layer 2 point-to-point connections minimise congestion and maximise security.

- High Scalability: supports up to 10GBPS.

- Fast Failover ensures maximised uptime for all your application traffic.

- Support for point-to-multipoint enables hub and spoke configurations.

- Respond quickly to network demands. Boost your bandwidth at short notice with e&’s Bandwidth on Demand. Regional Connectivity: reliable and secure connectivity solutions to drive your business forward.

Diverse terrestrial connectivity to Oman and Saudi

Focus on your Business and leave your Net-WORK REQUIREMENTS to us.

e&’s network is built and engineered for business-critical operations. Its built-in redundancy and auto-routing capabilities mean you can count on e& to deliver the highest network performance with maximum uptime.

Our Connectivity Pillars

- Large number of diverse internal cables to meet the diverse requirements
- Extensive regional connectivity with One-Stop Shop
- Diverse terrestrial fiber route to GCC providing high availability
- Multiple fiber ring network providing reliable connectivity in UAE